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Abstract—A water treatment center (WTC) removes contam-
inants and unwanted components from the water and makes
the water more acceptable to the end-users. A modern WTC is
equipped with different water sensors and uses a combination
of wired/wireless communication network. During the water
treatment process, controllers periodically collect sensor mea-
surements and make critical operational decisions. Since accuracy
is vital, a WTC also uses different data validation mechanisms
to validate the incoming sensor measurements. However, like
any other cyber-physical system, water treatment facilities are
prone to cyberattacks, and an intelligent adversary can alter the
sensors measurements stealthily, and corrupt the water treatment
process. In this work, we propose WTC Checker (WTC2), an
impact-aware formal analysis framework that demonstrates the
impact of stealthy false data injection attacks on the water
treatment sensors. Through our work, we demonstrate that if
an adversary has sufficient access to sensor measurements and
can evade the data validation process, he/she can compromise
the sensors measurements, change the water disinfectant contact
time, and inflict damage to the clean water production process.
We model this attack as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)
and encode it using Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT). We
evaluate the proposed framework for its threat analysis capability
as well as its scalability by executing experiments on different
synthetic test cases.

Index Terms—Water treatment center; security; formal meth-
ods; threat analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Water treatment is the process of removing undesirable
elements from the water and makes it safe for its end-
users. Raw water contains harmful chemicals, biological con-
taminants, and suspended solids. Purified water is used for
drinking, medical purposes, and pharmacological, chemical,
and industrial applications. Based on the final application of
the clean water, the raw water goes through multiple purifica-
tion processes. In the United States, a combination of ultra-
filtration techniques, pH adjustment, ozonation, chlorination,
and reverse osmosis (RO) techniques are applied to produce
clean drinkable water [1][2].

During the water treatment process, raw water mixes with
different disinfection agents. The amount of disinfects required
for water purification depends on multiple water factors such
as temperature and pH level. Calculating the required amounts
of disinfects is very important for the optimal operation of the
water treatment center (WTC). Modern WTCs are equipped

with sensors that measure critical properties such as pH
level, water temperature, and chlorine level. A WTC is a
sophisticated cyber-physical system with physical elements
(treatment channels, water tanks) and cyber elements (sensors,
controllers, and other internal communication interfaces) [3].

In this work, we propose an impact-aware formal framework
that analyzes the impact of cyberattacks on the water treatment
sensor measurements. More specifically, the framework ana-
lyzes the possibility of unidentified false data injection (UFDI)
attacks on the water treatment pH and temperature sensors and
measures their impact in the clean water production process.
Our prime contributions are as follows:
• We have proposed WTC Checker (WTC2), a formal attack

analysis framework that measures the impact of UFDI attack
on the sensors measurements of the water treatment process.
When measuring the impact of the attack, we focus on two
crucial benchmarks: (1) treatment time and (2) volume.

• We have formally modeled the water treatment process as
a multi-channel, time-driven assembly line where a specific
water purification subtask takes place at each step.

• When modeling the UFDI attack, we have considered im-
portant attack properties such as adversary’s resource, sensor
security, and adversary’s accessibility. In this work, we have
also formalized a threshold driven data validation process.

• We encode our formalization in SMT [4], which is a power-
ful theorem solver. We provide a case study to illustrate the
execution of the framework. We also evaluate the framework
in terms of its threat analysis capability and its scalability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,

we provide the necessary background, our motivation and con-
tributions, and related literary works. The proposed framework
is briefly discussed in Section III. Formalization of the attack
model is presented in Section IV. In Section V, we present
two illustrative examples of the execution of our framework.
Evaluation results are discussed in Section VI. We conclude
the paper in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVE, AND RELATED WORKS

In this section, we provide the necessary background related
to the water treatment process. Then we discuss the motivation
(potential attacks on sensors) and our contributions. We also
briefly discussed the related work.



Fig. 1. Raw water treatment process [5].

A. Water Treatment Process

Raw water goes through rigorous purification processes
based on the initial condition of the water source and the
requirements of the end-users. Substances that are removed
from the raw water include parasites (such as Giardia or
Cryptosporidium), bacteria, algae, viruses, fungi, minerals
(including toxic metals such as lead, copper, etc.), and human-
made chemical pollutants. We can observe the raw water
treatment process in Fig 1. In the following, we discuss some
of the standard water treatment procedures:
• Coagulation and Flocculation: In coagulation and floccula-

tion, chemicals with a positive charge are added to the water.
The positive charge neutralizes the negative charge of the
dirt and other particles and forms larger particles called floc.

• Sedimentation: During this process, flocs generated from the
coagulation and flocculation steps settles in the bottom of
the water tank due to their relative weight.

• Filtration: After sedimentation, clear water on the top passes
through a series of filters composed of sand, gravel, and
charcoal. Filtration removes dust, parasites, bacteria, viruses,
and chemicals from the water.

• Disinfection: Water is disinfected using either the chlorina-
tion or the ozonation process. The disinfection step is critical
to remove the remaining parasites, bacteria, and viruses
from the water and make the water safe for drinking. For
chlorine in the Chlorination process, compressed elemental
gas, sodium hypochlorite solution (NaOCl), or solid calcium
hypochlorite is used [6].

Water pH Requirement: pH is a measure of the hydrogen
ion concentration of a solution. pH value ranges from 0 to
14. A pH value of 7 is neutral. If the pH value of the water is
less than 7, the water is acidic. Acidic water is bad for health
and also hinders the water treatment and damages distribution
pipes. If the pH value of the water is more than 7, the water
is alkaline. Alkaline water tastes bad. For drinking water, the
acceptable pH range is between 6 -to 8.5 [7]. The pH value
of the water effects the water disinfection process. If the

water’s pH value is low, it requires less volume of chlorine to
disinfect and shorter contact time. On the other hand, low pH
water is harmful for human consumption. Thus, the water pH
level must be adjusted accordingly before and after the water
treatment process. The first pH adjustment happens before
the disinfection process (to control the amount of required
disinfect) and the second pH adjustment happens after the
disinfection process (to make the water more acceptable for
human consumption).

Water Disinfection Level and CT Value: The primary
disinfectants for water are chlorine, ozone, and UV light. The
main focus of the water disinfection process is removing the
parasites, such as Giardia from the raw water. According to
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
there cannot be more than one Giardia cyst in 100,000 liters
of treated water [8]. The WTC’s target is the removal of
Giardia cysts up to the target limit. If the raw water contains
10,000 Giardia cysts in 100,000 liters of water, then the
water disinfection process must reduce the concentration of the
Giardia by 10,000 times to meet the EPA target. Another way
of expressing this requirement is by using the Log reduction
level. Since 10,000 has four zero-’es, the water disinfection
process must disinfect the water four Log reduction level to
meet the disinfection target. In the United States, the minimum
Giardia inactivation requirement is 3.0 Logs. We use parameter
L to represent the Log removal value.

In the chlorination process, we use free chlorine to disinfect
the microorganisms present in the water. Effectiveness of
disinfection depends on the microorganism, the concentration
of the disinfectant, the contact time, and the temperature and
pH value of the water. The term CT is used to denote the
product of the concentration of chlorine present in the water
and the time the water is in contact with that chlorine. CT
value is typically expressed in units of mg-min/L. In the water
treatment process, it is crucial to determine the appropriate
value of CT.

Sensor Measurements and CT Value Calculation: To cal-
culate the CT value, the following measurements are needed:
• Temperature: In the chlorination process, as the temperature

increases, more chlorine concentration is needed for longer
contact time to disinfect the water.

• pH value: As the pH value of the water increases, chlorine’s
ability to disinfect water decreases. Accurate measurement
of the pH level is needed to determine the required chlorine
concentration and contact time.
The equation for calculating the CT value is as follows [9]:

CT = .2828× (p̄h
2.69

)× (cl.15)× (.933(t−5))× L (1)

Here, parameter pH is the pH of the water, cl is the free
chlorine residual, mg/l, t is the temperature in degrees, and L
is the Log removal.

B. Cyberattack on Sensors

In a cyber-physical system, controllers use sensor mea-
surements to operate their activities optimally. If the sensors



are compromised, controllers will not be able to measure the
system properties accurately. An adversary can compromise a
sensor in various ways. If an adversary has physical or remote
access to the sensor terminal, he can corrupt its configuration.
Some sensors do not have strong embedded security installed.
Since most of the sensors operate in rough terrain, they
are expected to have longer battery life and have a small
computational ability. As a result, an adversary can easily
intercept sensor transmissions and perform cyberattacks such
as man-in-the-middle or denial-of-service. Wireless sensors
suffer from the jamming attack where an adversary can create
artificial contention on its transmission channel. If an adver-
sary can capture a transmission packet, he can perform other
cyberattacks such as type-flaw or reply attack. In this work,
we have not discussed any actual attack process. Instead, we
focused on the impact of an attack (what will happen if the
attack actually happens).

C. Our Contributions

We can observe from Equation 1 that the CT value calcu-
lation depends on the correct measurement of the pH level
and the temperature of the water. A WTC may use different
techniques to validate its sensor measurements. However, if
an adversary can evade the data validation process, he/she can
launch a UFDI attack on the pH and temperature sensors and
corrupt the CT calculation. Therefore, there is a great need to
explore the possibility of a UFDI attack on water treatment
sensors. We present WTC2, a formal framework for analyzing
the impacts of UFDI cyberattack on the water treatment
pH and temperature sensors. We have used a comprehensive
model of the water treatment process, realistic attack attributes,
and adversary’s capabilities in our work.

An adversary wants to corrupt the sensor measurements
and interrupt the purification process. By corrupting the pH
and temperature sensor measurements, an adversary wants
to jeopardize the CT calculation and affect the disinfection
process. Such cyberattacks have two significant impacts. The
first impact is the reduction of clean water production. The
second impact is the delay induced due to the imperfect
purification of raw water. Using our proposed framework,
we can identify all possible attack scenarios. Our framework
can return, (1) all attack vectors, (2) best attack vector (in
terms of inflicted damage), (3) critical sensors, and (4) overall
performance of the system in the presence of cyberattacks.

D. Related Works

The concept of a stealthy attack on the power-grid was first
presented by Liu et al. [10]. Later, in [11], the concept of
a UFDI attack was further extended by considering limited
access to power grid meters and limited attack resources, and
assumed that the adversary has complete information about the
grid. Rahman et al. provided a formal framework to synthesize
potential stealthy attacks considering impacts on the grid’s
optimal operation, coordination with topology poisoning, and
various attack attributes [12], [13], [14]. In [15] [16], the
authors addressed the existing vulnerabilities with the SCADA

in the power grid. Haimes et al. in [17] discuss the possibility
of cyberattacks on the public water system and proposed a
hierarchical holographic model that models multiple perspec-
tives on the hardening of water systems. In [18], Ezell et al.
presented an infrastructure risk analysis application that can
model the water distribution system of a small municipality
and can simulate the water contamination attack scenario.
In [19], Gao et al. proposed a formal vulnerability analysis
framework for AC state estimation of the power grid. In their
approach, the authors also use SMT to encode their power grid
model. Although the authors applied similar techniques, they
did not consider essential attack properties such as stealthiness
of the cyberattack, sensor security, total attack resource, and
adversary’s accessibility, which made our work completely
different than theirs.

Among all cyberattacks on the water system, the Maroochy
Water Services breach attack is the most well researched
and widely investigated. In [20][21], the authors presented
the Maroochy Water Breach case. In their work, the authors
explained how the cyberattack on the SCADA system in
the Maroochy water breach happened. In March 2000, the
Maroochy wastewater system experienced a cyberattack in
which the communications sent by radio links to wastewater
pumping stations were disrupted. As a result, pumps were not
working properly, and alarms put in place to alert staff to faults
were not going off. During the three-month attack period, the
adversary released one million liters of untreated sewage into
a stormwater drain from where it flowed to local waterways.

In [3], Adepu et al. investigated the impact of single-point
cyberattacks on a water system testbed named Secure Water
Treatment (SWaT). In their setup, the SCADA system is
connected with the Programmable Logic Controller (PLCs)
servers, which are connected with the sensors and actuators
of the water treatment system. With single-point-attacks, the
authors presented how the attack propagates between sensors
and actuators. Panguluri et al. in [22] presented some statistics
on cyberattacks and resulting damages on the water and
wastewater treatment infrastructure. The authors discussed
why maintaining cybersecurity on the critical infrastructure
is challenging and explained what measures authorities could
take to counter cyber-threats. In [23], Kang et al. proposed a
formal technique based on constraint solving for analyzing
cyberattacks on water treatment plants. In their work, an
adversary can compromise a WTC’s sensor measurements by
compromising the lists relayed from the PLC to the sensor
and from the PLC to the actuator. However, in their work,
the authors did not consider multi-channel attacks where each
channel may contain an independent set of sensors. Also,
in this work, the authors did not consider sensor security,
accessibility, and the adversary’s resources.

Cyberattack on WTCs is a valuable research domain. Al-
though some of the above literature works are compelling,
none of them discusses the impact of cyberattacks on the
sensors of the water treatment system. In this work, we have
analyzed the impact of cyberattacks on the water treatment
sensors and measures their implication on the CT value



Fig. 2. An example water treatment center.

calculation. We also quantify the impact of the attack in terms
of the water treatment time and the clean water volume, which
is unique to the best of our knowledge. While it appears
intuitive that an attack on the water treatment sensors can
compromise the overall clean water production quality of the
WTC, we provide a systematic modeling framework to analyze
such cyberattacks.

III. ATTACK MODEL

We perform threat analysis considering a stealthy attack
model as discussed below.

A. Attack Attributes

An adversary wants to launch a cyberattack on water
treatment sensors. To launch cyberattacks, an adversary must
have access to the sensors. In a WTC, there can be more
than one treatment channel. Multiple channels are essential for
the seamless operation of the water treatment facility. If one
channel undergoes maintenance, the other channel can serve
the end-users and produce clean water for the end-users. From
Fig 2, we can observe the architecture of a typical WTC with
three channels. Each channel operates independently. Multiple
channels are necessary to ensure the reliable operation of the
WTC. pH and temperature sensors measurements of different
channels may produce similar but different values based on
the cleanliness of the channel.

We define the UFDI attack on the water treatment process
in terms of its attributes as follows.
• The target of an adversary is to attack the water treatment

sensors, deceive the data validation mechanism, and reduce
the clean drinking water production. An adversary also
wants to introduce a delay in the water treatment process
and make the entire process inefficient.

• An adversary can only attack a sensor if the sensor is not
secured and accessible. In this work, we use the term ac-
cessible to denote the adversary’s capability to physically or
remotely access the control terminal of the sensor. Similarly,

the term secured denotes whether the sensor measurements
are encrypted and an adversary has enough capability to
perform a false data injection attack.

• An adversary cannot attack all the channels simultaneously.
At a particular time, an adversary can attack a limited (k)
number of channels.

• An adversary cannot attack the same channel continuously.
To remain stealthy, an adversary must wait at least y time
slots before it can attack the same channel again. We denote
the parameter y as consecutive attack threshold.

• During the entire attack, an adversary can intrude a max-
imum z number of times. Here, z denotes the adversary’s
resource for the cyberattack.

• When the pH and temperature sensor measurement changes,
the CT value of the water also changes. A minimum CT
value is needed to disinfect a volume of water (for specific
pH value and a temperature value). If the new CT value
is less than the required minimum CT value, the water
becomes undrinkable and the WTC sends the water back
to the treatment process for recycling.

B. Data Validation and Evasion

A WTC can use different comparison techniques to validate
its sensor measurements. Hence, an adversary must evade such
data validation methods to remain stealthy. In this work, we
assume multiple verification mechanisms a WTC can use to
identify bad/unusual sensor measurements. Here, we discuss
some of the useful approaches the WTC can following to
validate its measurements:
• If a channel is not active, there should not be any sensor

measurement changes for that channel. An adversary can
attack different pH sensors and temperature sensors based
on his accessibility and sensor security. When the forged
sensor measurements arrive at the controller, the controller
compares the sensor measurement with the other channels.
Since all channels are processing raw water from the same
natural source, their water properties should be very similar.



Based on this concept, measurements of other channels are
used to validate the suspected sensor data.

• For a raw water source, reference CT value is periodically
computed by taking raw water samples and by examining
the water. From regular samples and historical database,
a WTC can estimate the expected CT value. During the
water treatment process, this reference value can be used to
validate the calculated CT value.

Data Validation Thresholds: Considering the above data
validation techniques, we define the following thresholds:
• CT Reference Threshold: The difference between the com-

puted CT value and the reference CT value must be within
the CT reference threshold. The data validation mechanism
will identify the anomaly and notify the operator if the
difference is more than the CT reference threshold. The
reference CT value is predetermined based on periodic raw
water sample testing.

• pH Difference Threshold: For the same raw water source, the
pH sensor measurement value of different active channels
should be very similar. Based on this assumption, in this
work, we consider the pH difference threshold. For an active
channel, the difference between its pH measurement and
the pH value of other sources should not be more than the
pH difference threshold. If the difference is more than the
threshold, the data validation mechanism will identify the
anomaly and notify the authority concerned.

IV. MODELING OF IMPACT-AWARE THREAT ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the formal model corresponding
to WTC2, the threat analysis framework. The formalization
uses a list of parameters, denoting various WTC features, raw
water properties, and attack attributes.

A. Preliminaries

We formalize the impact-based threat analysis as a con-
straint satisfaction problem (CSP). A CSP is generally defined
using three components, i.e., X, D, and C [24], where:

• X is a set of variables {X1, X2, . . . Xn}.
• D is a set of domains {D1,D2, . . . Dn}, corresponding to

the variables (X).
• C is a set of constraints {C1, C2, . . . Cm}.

A domain Di represents a set of values {xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,k}
that are allowed for Xi. Hence, Xi ∈ Di. A constraint Cj is
a pair 〈Xj ,Rj〉, where Xj is the set of variables (Xj ⊆ X)
that participate in this constraint, and Rj is the relation among
these variables.

We solve a CSP by defining a state space. A state in a
CSP represents an assignment of values to some or all of
the variables, {Xi = xi,i′ , Xj = xj,j′ , . . .}. An assignment
is consistent if it satisfies all the constraints. When every
variable gets an assigned value, the assignment is complete.
A solution to a CSP is a consistent and complete assignment.
Here, we apply SMT logic formulas to encode and solve
our proposed trajectory planning CSP. SMT provides different
first-order logic-based background theories (e.g., arithmetic,

TABLE I
MODELING PARAMETERS

Notation Definition Type
n Number of water channels in the treat-

ment center
Integer

ci Channel i of the water treatment center Integer
fi Filtration facility of the channel ci Integer
pi pH adjustment facility of channel ci Integer
chi Chlorination facility of the channel ci Integer
cli Original concentration of chlorine in the

water at ci
Real

phi The original pH value of the water at ci Real
CTi Real-time CT value calculated from the

sensors for the water at ci
Real

CTref,t,ph,cl Reference CT value for the water source
for temperature t, pH ph, and chlorine cl

Real

rCT CT Reference threshold Real
eCT CT Disinfection threshold Real

uninterpreted functions, bit-vectors, etc.) to solve decision
problems efficiently [4], [25]. Indeed, we use Z3, an efficient
SMT solver, to solve our CSP [26], [27].

In the following, we define different parameters and present
the constraints associated with the threat analysis. The domain
of a parameter is often specified by its data types (e.g., integer,
real, etc.). Some parameters are constant (given as inputs).

B. Parameters

We present some of the essential parameters in Table I. It
is worth mentioning that no multiplication of two parameters
is performed in this modeling without the multiplication sign.

In a WTC, there are n channels. Parameter ci denotes
the ith channel. Each channel is independent and contains
its water treatment processes. In each channel, there is a
raw water filtration facility (fi), a pH adjustment facility
(pi), and a chlorination facility (chi). Let the initial value of
chlorine, temperature, and pH of water is cli, ti, and phi,
respectively. Parameter CTref,t,ph,cl represents the reference
CT value for the water source for temperature t, ph value, and
chlorine concentration cl. Parameter L represents the required
disinfection Log level. The value of L is generally fixed and
predetermined based on the raw water source condition.

C. Attack Constraints

The WTC is treating raw water to make it drinkable. Let
parameter V denote the total volume of raw water. Each chan-
nel has its own raw water treatment capability. Parameter vi
denotes the volume of water channel ci that can be processed
on a treatment slot. If the channel is active, at each treatment
slot, channel ci will pump vi amount of water from the primary
raw water source. We can represent this as follows:

chi,active → V̂ = (Ṽ − vi) (2)

Here, parameters Ṽ and V̂ represents the original volume of
the raw water tank and the new volume of the raw water tank.

Let parameter chi,active represents whether the channel
is active or not. If the channel is not active (closed due
to maintenance), an adversary cannot launch an attack on
that channel’s sensors. An adversary can attack a channel if



it is active, and attacking the channel does not violate the
”minimum wait time” constraint. In this work, we denote the
constraint minimum wait time using a threshold value of ei,w.
If a channel is already compromised, an adversary must wait
for at least ei,w slots before it can attack the channel again. If
an adversary keeps on attacking the same channel again and
again without maintaining the ei,w requirement, the attack will
become visible, and the attack will no longer remain stealthy.
Let parameter aci represent whether the channel ci is ever
attacked by the adversary and parameter ai,attack represent
whether an adversary has the ability at attack channel ci. We
can formalize the channel attack condition as follows:

ai,attack → chi,active ∧ (¬aci ∨ ei,w = 0) (3)

D. Cyberattack on the pH Sensors
During the water treatment process, the raw water’s pH

value is adjusted for two reasons. At first, the acidic or
alkaline property of the raw water can be damaging for the
pipes. Apart from this, the high pH value of the water makes
the disinfection process less effective. Before the chlorination
process, the pH value of the water is adjusted. After the pH
adjustment, the new pH value of water in channel ci is phi,new.
We can formalize the value of phi,new as follows:

phi,new = (phi + ∆phi) (4)

Here, the parameter ∆phi represents the pH adjustment of the
treatment process of channel ci.

A pH sensor of a water treatment channel measures the
initial pH value, adds an adjustment, and creates the new pH
value phi,new. Due to cyberattacks, the pH measurement of
the sensor changes. If parameter p̄hi,new represents the newly
computed pH value of the water after the UFDI attack, we
have the following constraints:

p̄hi,new = (phi + ∆phi,attack) + ∆phi (5)

(∆phi,attack 6= 0)→ ai,attack ∧ ¬sph,i (6)

Here, parameter sph,i represents a Boolean variable that de-
notes whether the pH sensor is secured. ∆phi,attack is the
modification of the pH value for channel ci.

E. Cyberattack on the Temperature Sensors
For the temperature sensor, we can formalize attack equa-

tions similar to the pH sensors. If ti is the initial value of the
temperature sensor for water treatment slot in channel ci then
the new temperature measurement of the sensor due to the
UFDI attack can be represented using the following equation:

t̄i,new = (ti + ∆ti,attack) (7)

(∆ti,attack 6= 0)→ ai,attack ∧ ¬st,i (8)

In the above equations, parameter ∆ti,attack is the mod-
ification of the temperature sensor, parameter t̄i,new is the
new temperature sensor value, and parameter st,i represents
whether the temperature sensor of channel ci is secured. An
adversary can only alter a temperature sensor measurement,
if the channel is active and attacking the sensor satisfies
Equation 3.

F. Attack on the CT Value

If the chlorine residual value is cli, the original CT value
of the water can be computed using the following equation:

CTi = .2828×(phi,new
2.69)×(cli

.15)×(.933(ti−5))×L (9)

Here CTi is the original product of free chlorine residual and
the contact-time.

However, due to cyberattacks, the pH level and the temper-
ature of the water have changed. We can compute the new CT
value using the equation below:

CTi,new = .2828× p̄h
2.69
i,new×cli

.15× .933(t̄i,new−5)×L (10)

Here parameter CTi,new is the new CT value after the UFDI
attack. Let the parameter rCT represent the CT reference
threshold. If parameter CTref,t,ph,cl is the reference CT value
for the raw water source, then we can formalize the CT
reference threshold constraint using the following equation:

CTref,t,ph,cl − CTi,new ≤ rCT (11)

G. Clean Water Production and Recycling Constraints

If the new CT value is less than the required value, the
water will not be disinfected adequately. Let parameter eCT

represents the CT disinfection threshold. If the new CT value
is smaller than the required CT value, and their difference is
more than eCT , the water remains undrinkable and discarded
for recycling. We can formalize this as follows:

DCT → (CTi,new < CTi)∧ ((CTi−CTi,new) > eCT ) (12)

Here, DCT is the Boolean variable that represents whether
the treated water is discarded or accepted for the public use.
When discarded, water is recycled and added back to the raw
water source V . When adequately disinfected, it is forwarded
to the clean water supply. If the parameter V̄ represents the
new volume of raw untreated water, we can formalize this
condition as follows:

DCT → (V̂ = Ṽ + vi) (13)

V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

We provide illustrative examples to discuss the outcomes of
our proposed WTC2.

A. Implementation

We implement the formal model by encoding the proposed
formal model into SMT formulas [25]. In this encoding
purpose, we use Z3, an efficient SMT solver [27]. The solver
checks the verification constraints and provides a satisfactory
(SAT) result if all the constraints are satisfied. The SAT result
provides an instance representing the value assignments to the
(unspecified) parameters of the model. The attack vectors are
found from the assignments to the following variables: (i) the
decision variable referring to whether channel Ci is attacked,
ai,attack and (ii) the variables denoting the false data injections
to sensors, ∆phi,attack and ∆ti,attack .



TABLE II
EXAMPLE INPUT

# Volume of raw water
1000
# Number of Channels
3
# Channel number, raw water capacity, is channel operational (1-
true, 0- false)?, is pH sensor secured?, is temp. sensor secured?
1 30 1 0 0
2 40 1 0 0
3 30 1 0 0
# Adversary’s Resource(%)
5
# Minimum wait time
3
# CT disinfection threshold(%) and CT reference threshold(%)
20 20

B. Preliminaries on the Example Scenarios

The WTC model we have used has three independent
channels. We provide two examples. Our first example dis-
cusses the execution of the water treatment model without
any cyberattack. In the second example, we provide a water
treatment model where an adversary is launching a UFDI
attack. For both of the examples, we use synthetic model data.
Partial input of the example is shown in Table II.

An adversary’s objective is to launch UFDI attacks on the
pH and temperature sensors and remain undetected from the
data validation process. Each channel is treating its share of
raw water at its slot. In this water treatment facility, the raw
water source contains 1000 liters of untreated water. There
are three channels, each equipped with its own set of water
filtration, disinfection facilities. Channel 1, 2, and 3 have 30,
40, and 30 units of water treatment capacity. Channels 1, 2,
and 3 require 30 min, 40 min, and 30 min time to process 30
units, 40 units, and 30 units of water. Here, we use a random
pH value and temperature of the raw water. An adversary can
attack a maximum of five executions slots during his entire
attack. In this example, we have considered the following
control specifications and attack limitations:
• The treated water is forwarded for recycling if the water’s

pH value exceeds the drinking water pH range (6 - 8.5).
Similarly, if the CT value of the final treated water is 20%
less than the recommended CT value, the water is discarded
and sent for recycling.

• An adversary cannot randomly change the pH measure-
ments. Change in pH sensor measurements cannot be too
different from the pH sensors of other channels. This
requirement is essential to ensure that the data validation
process does not detect any significant pH value in the
water treatment process. In this work, we acknowledge this
restriction by including the limitation that the initial pH
value of the water of a channel cannot be more than one
pH different than the average pH value of all channels.

• After attacking a channel, an adversary must wait for a
minimum of three timeslots before it can attack the same
channel again.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) The execution of the framework without any cyberattack and (b)
the execution of the framework with cyberattacks.

C. Execution Scenario - No Attack

We can observe the execution of the framework in a no
attack scenario in Fig 3(a). When the treatment starts, each
channel pumps raw water to its raw water tank and start the
treatment process. Channel 1, 2, and 3, pumps 30 units, 40
units, and 30 units of raw water from the main water tank.
Once the treatment finishes, each channel pumps raw water
again from the main water tank and resume the treatment
process. At 30 min, channels 1 and 3 finish processing their
first 30 units of raw water. Channel 2 is still processing its
water. At this moment, channels 1 and 3 pump new water
from the main water tank and resume the treatment process.

At 320 min, both channels 1 and 3 are processing their share
of raw water. Channel 2 is available and tries to pump more
water from the primary water source. However, the main water
source has only 20 units of water left. As a result, channel
2 pumps only 20 units of raw water, and at 340 min, the
execution of the framework finishes.

D. Execution Scenario - Cyberattack

In Fig 3(b), we can observe the execution of the framework
in an attack scenario. When attacks are allowed, the execution
of the model returns a SAT (Satisfiable) result, along with
the following variable assignments:
• An adversary attacks slot numbers 2 and 6 of channel 1,

slots 3 and 7 of channel 2, and slot 6 of channel 3. The
new treatment time of the facility is 400 min, which is 60
min slower than the no-attack scenario.

• In slot 2 and 6 of channel 1, both the pH and the temperature
sensor is compromised. In slot 3 of channel 2, only the pH
sensor is compromised. In slot 7 of channel 2, both the
pH and the temperature sensor are compromised. Finally, in
slot 6 of channel 3, both the pH and temperature sensor is
compromised by the adversary.

• Due to the attack, the WTC now need 60 minutes more
to treat the same amount of raw water. Also, the attack
impacted clean water availability. At 120 min, the water
treatment facility could produce 720 units of clean water
(when there is no attack). Because of the attack, the system



(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) The adversary’s resource with respect to (a) the water treatment center’s output and (b) the total treatment time.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. The CT disinfection threshold value with respect to (a) the treatment center’s output and (b) the total treatment time.

can now produce only 590 units of water at 120 min (18%
less than the no-attack scenario).

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the results of the experiments
that we perform to evaluate WTC2 with respect to different
attack attributes and problem sizes.

A. Methodology

We analyze the impact of UFDI attacks on the WTC,
concerning attack resources, the number of channels, and the
CT change threshold. We performed this analysis over two
different raw water source sizes. In the scalability analysis, we
analyze our framework’s execution time for different channels,
raw water source sizes, and the adversary’s resource. We run
our experiments on an Intel Core i7 Processor PC with 16 GB
memory. We run a specific experiment several times and take
the average of the results.

B. Threat Analysis Results

1) Impact of Adversary’s Resource on Threat Analysis:
From Fig 4(a), we can observe that as the adversary’s resource
increases, the drinkable water production capability of the

WTC decreases. In this experiment, the total raw water source
size is 20,000 units, and there are ten channels. In this experi-
ment, we also compare the results of two different consecutive
attack thresholds. For a lower consecutive attack threshold, an
adversary can attack the same channels and sensors more fre-
quently; hence, it can reduce water production. Similarly, we
can observe the relationship between the adversary’s resource
and the WTC’s required treatment time in Fig 4(b). From this
experiment, we can observe that as the adversary’s resource
increases, the facility’s treatment time also increases.

2) Impact of CT Threshold Value on Threat Analysis: When
the CT disinfection threshold value is small, an adversary
can make small changes in the pH/temperature sensors and
attack the treatment slot. As shown in Fig 5(a), as the CT
disinfection threshold (in percentage) increases, the clean
water output of the water treatment facility also increases. For
this experiment, we ran the treatment simulation for 600 min
time. Similarly, in Fig 5(b), we can observe the relationship
between the CT disinfection threshold percentage and the total
treatment time of the facility. In this work, we assume that
the raw water source contains 20,000 units of water and ten
channels. From this figure, we can observe that as the CT
disinfection threshold increases, the problem becomes harder,



(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) the number of attack vectors w.r.t. adversary’s resource and (b) the number of attack vectors w.r.t. the disinfection threshold.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. The execution time of the framework with respect to (a) the adversary’s resource and (b) the CT disinfection threshold value.

the framework identifies less possible attack scenarios that
violate the CT constraint, and the WTC requires less time
to treat the target raw water.

3) Impact of Adversary’s Resource and CT Threshold on the
Number of Attack Vectors: An attack vector is an assignment
of variables that satisfy the problem constraints and inflict
sufficient damage. As shown in Fig 6(a), when the number of
adversary’s resources increases, the number of attack vectors
identified by our framework also increases. In this experiment,
the total volume of raw water is 20,000 units, the WTC has
ten channels, and the CT disinfection threshold value is 20%.
Similarly, in Fig 6(b), we can observe the relationship between
the value of CT disinfection threshold (in percentage) and
the number of attack vectors identified by our framework.
From the figure, we can observe that, as the CT disinfection
threshold increases, the number of attack vectors identified by
our framework also decreases.

C. Scalability Analysis

1) Impact of Adversary’s Resource on Execution Time: As
shown in Fig 7(a), when the adversary’s resource increases,
the execution time of the framework also increases. In this
experiment, we have compared the results of two problem

sizes (10,000 units and 20,000 units of raw water). In the
WTC model, there were ten channels with CT disinfection
threshold values of 20%. As the adversary’s resource increases,
our framework can identify more attack vectors and requires
more time to execute. For the same adversary’s resource, when
the problem size is more significant, our framework spends
more time for computation, hence requiring longer execution
time.

2) Impact of CT Thresholds on Execution Time: We can
observe the relationship between the CT threshold and the
execution time of the framework in Fig 7(b). When the CT
increases, the number of attack vectors identified by our frame-
work decreases, hence the execution time of the framework
also decreases. In this experiment, we have compared the
results of two consecutive attack thresholds (threshold values
3 and 6). The WTC model has treated 20,000 units of raw
water in its ten channels. For the same CT threshold value, our
framework takes a longer time to execute when the consecutive
attack threshold is small.

3) Impact of Problem Size on Execution Time: From Fig 8,
we can observe the relationship between the problem size
(volume of raw water) and the execution time of the frame-
work. In this experiment, we have considered two adversary’s



Fig. 8. The framework’s execution time with respect to the problem size.

resources (20 and 40). For both of the cases, we consider ten
channels, 20% CT disinfection threshold, and various problem
sizes (5000 units, 10,000 units, 15,000 units, and 20,000
units of water). From the figure, we can observe that as the
problem size increases, the execution time of the framework
also increases. However, even for larger problem sizes, the
execution time of the framework is reasonably fast.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a formal impact-aware framework
that can identify all attack vectors that satisfy the given con-
straints. By comparing the impact units, we can also identify
the best attack vector. This framework can be beneficial for
offline/online vulnerability analysis and can help operators
understand their system’s state. Using this framework, a WTC
operator can measure their resiliency against cyberattacks and
can identify critical measurements. In this work, we solely
focused on false data injection attacks. However, there can
be other types of cyberattacks on the sensors. We can easily
extend the formalization of our framework by including other
attack types such as denial-of-service, jamming attacks, and
contention-based attacks.

Accurate sensor measurements are essential for the optimal
operation of the WTC. Our proposed impact-aware formal
analysis framework can systematically investigate potential
security threats against the WTC with respect to various
system properties and attack attributes. We conduct necessary
experiments to analyze the threats based on different problem
sizes and constraints and to evaluate the model’s scalability. In
the future, we would like to expand our work by considering
other water management systems as well as experimenting
with real data.
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